
Where Did My Elliott Come From?
Introduction; First of all for those who say there are errors, they are correct. The 
further one goes back in time the likeliness for error increases. So will start back in time 
before the use of surnames, and progress in time forward in time to a destination of 
myself the writer Mark Stephen Elliott.

It should be noted that the line of the father will be started somewhere in back a 
millennium or so back in time to the today. Chasing the father's foreword in time have 
today certain biological advantages; such as Y-DNA, and and in Anglo European 
cultures surnames are past from father to son. Being the oldest son with younger 
brothers things are historically past to the oldest son, in certain estates such as land, and 
it happens to this day. Also the fathers have certain traits which were pasted down to me.
First of all there are excellent ladies which work in the feel of genealogy, but to trace a 
surname line, Y-DNA is used. Being a male biologically I can not birth a child, and have 
accepted it. Hopefully, the ladies can accept that Y-DNA goes down the male line.

Live in an indigenous American society in which clans travel from the mother. Previous 
to Y-DNA you could always tell who the mother is, so I am going to introduce myself in 
the manner of the indigenous cultures, and manner established previous to the use of 
surnames. First the mother, then the mother's mother then the mother's father, and then 
the father, and then the father's mother and then the father's father. From this 
introduction, the manner of naming, the meaning of names, and a procedure which will 
be used it the following writing will be used as set by the father's before me

My mom is Alma Barna, born 1925, born an raise Catholic, in Troy, New York, with 
older sister Joyce, mother met my father just after WWII, in the Commons of the Union 
of Iowa State College, had three sons and raised them in the religion of the Mt Ayr, Iowa 
, Elliott, that would be Methodist.

My mother's mother is Joyce Ryan, from Ireland. She was one of the first nurses of the 
Red Cross, in Europe as part of an auxiliary of the US Army. She raised mom until she 
became a teenager.

Stephen Barna, Slavic-German, was my mother's father, which after the death of the 
mother, Alma, and here older sister Joyce helped raise. He was a musician, machinist, 
submariner, for the US Navy. Died when I was about a year old so, I did not get to know 
him.



Now my father, Loren Spencer, has his ninetieth coming up; who is a retired engineer 
from working thirty years with the Soil Conservation Service, for the US Department of 
Agriculture. He had proposed with a question mark that the father of Daniel Elliot who 
left testimony for the the Salem, witch trials, that Daniel was the father. It is felt the 
mater from Daniel of the testimony to basically myself would be inclusive of material, 
of conversion from a time of which he utilized computers at the time of the first 
compatible IBM PC's. He utilized a Columbian IBM compatible, and DOS PAF, the first 
of the genealogical software of The Church of Later Day Saints, converted it to 
GENCOM format for FamilyTree.com Y-DNA. He did some work utilizing a word 
processor much previous to Microsoft, Work, where character codes were utilized for 
printing commands, to hope the conversion on his information went all right.

Dad, is the twin of sister Lois, with older sister Zoe, and younger brother, Jack, who was 
born and raised on a farm near Mt Ayr, Iowa, south central. His brother's family is still in 
the region. His mother is and Ilah Spencer. As one can see that is where he gets his 
middle name. 

Its it dad's family which I got to know the best. The procedure which will be utilize, 
would be like the reverse engineering to build the processor for dad's earlier computers, 
is referenced from how it turns out and how the naming of this Elliott family was done.
Because of the amount of information available in mainly digitized from puts the hands 
into other people besides those of given libraries.  Most older records are transcribed 
form hand written records, and it is usually the transcription which is scanned. Very few 
cases the original records need to be ascertained , and and sometimes copied, scanned, 
or photograph to obtain information. Today this does not get the genealogist away from 
going through the microfilm, or microfiche, of various genealogical libraries, which 
have facilities to digitize, and share information online.

Share information; An important aspect bestowed upon me by dad. Dad and I are 
amateur genealogists. Dad, had done a lot of research, and am in the process of figuring 
it out how to library his information to share it with those which can utilize it the most. 
Having worked in a field of engineering myself in planning to do some long range 
planning in hopes to achieve this objective from dad. It is noted that this information is 
not for sell, but is for sharing.  Techniques utilized which be to give swatches of 
information from other established references, in many cases are old enough to be of 
public domain, or of a form of no copy right.  But if copyright should be of a format 
which includes reference to the snippets in hopes others my acquire these resources. 
Many of the resources which are used are of genealogists which may have published 
records on their own accord in small quantities, and it is felt they would like the 
information pasted on. If you are new to genealogy then you should be able to find 



relatives which are more than willing to give you a start.

Though it is known that there are a lot of online sights which are helpful, but as ones 
goes back in time even the surname is lost for my line it seem to be about the mid 
thirteen century, and the name was not even Elliott, but a name it evolved from.

My dad's father is Mark Elliott, born on the same farm in Rice Township, outside Mt 
Ayr, Iowa, purchased a depression prices, then moved into Mt Ayr, to a old folks home 
which was built on the property of  his father.  

Though I have blanked out the middle name Mark Elliott was given at birth, being of his 
mother's mother maiden name, this shows that Mark received his forename from a Rev. 
William Fletcher Mark, father-in-law of Rev. Sherburn A (SA) Elliott both circuit riders 
for the Methodist Episcopalian Church. The father of  SA is Comfort Elliot of Croydon, 
New Hampshire. One should note the location and the evolution of the change in the 
name from Elliot to Elliott. 

The manner of which the sons of Mark Elliott were named and the sons of their sons are 
named.  Loren is from Lawerence, name found in Northumbria in the early sixteenth 
century. Found nickname highly utilized among the border Scots of the late sixteenth 
century. The name was chosen in combination first starting with the same letter of his 
twin Lois.

Jack originally to be named John but felt Jack would be better. Jack is derived from an 
alias/nickname of the Scottish borders Jok. 

Jack married a  Mildred Dixon of Mt Ayr, Iowa. Dixon is also a Scottish name.
Jack and Mildred had sons Craig (in Scottish a rocky outcrop), Dick (short for Richard), 



and Kirk (means church in Scottish), who has a twin named Karen.

Loren has sons, Bob (Robert Loren; deceased, name popular amongst Scots because of 
Robert de Bruce) though he was named after long time friend of dad's Bob Johnson (son 
of John), and Jim (James Reese (Reese a family forename with a misspelling)).

The point which I am trying to instill in the reader, is that names when known are pasted 
down through the family. The concept but mainly applied to geology, but will be 
applying it to genealogy is that of uniformity; what is happens today with the family has 
happened in the past, where, surnames evolve, and where forenames are reused, and 
certain names will have regional origins. A name such as Yazzie derived from Navajo, 
likely meaning my little one, would have region use on the Navajo Nation.

The names which my family uses also have an regional orientation.

As you go back in time, with Anglo-European it will be found the dropping of the 
middle name then the surname. Relationships, locations, and nicknames help to 
differentiate Scottish border individuals.

My name is Mark Stephen Elliott, and I am named after my to grandfathers. Mark is a 
name which was seemingly used at times at the Reformation, and at another time when 
the family was Church of Ireland (Anglican/Episcopalian). Mom being raised Catholic, 
may have approved of it because of it's saintly connotation. Mark is not a name which 
like other names utilize in Scotland which has a nickname. It can be said if the name has 
a nickname then it most likely existed on the borders of Scotland during the later part of 
the sixteenth century.

The approach which will be utilized in my research, is that of Daniel Elliot of the Salem 
testimony. It is felt that Daniel Elliot is at a Y-DNA hinge point. He had a number of 
sons, and people who have like Y-DNA can trace their Y-DNA genealogically back to 
Daniel Elliot of the Salem which trials as which my father did. It is referred to by me as 
a DNA/genealogical hinge point where genealogy and Y-DNA comes together one and 
individual. This verification shows the level of my fathers research.

Daniel Elliot is where the research to extend the Daniel Elliot comes from. The manner 
in which father did research is past to me. In order to progress the line further back in 
time, relations, grouping, sequencing, mapping and other forms of analytical though will 
need to be used. The information gathered has to be extensive, and done on likelihood. 
There will be a lot of genealogical sorting, until a unique individual is separated out, like 
taking a western trained quarter horse into a coral and an ending up with one steer.

This is a techniques that is not known to a certain level of genealogist, and do not expect 



people to accept it, but it is more accurate then placing ones knowledge on just the 
written word. Also to extended the family line information of company oriented 
genealogical sites would only hobble the progression of. And genealogical standards as 
set by Massachusetts because of their stratified, knowledge with regional extent, in 
trying to set standards amongst a group of genealogists which historically previously to 
standards set were working way beyond their standard which they can not recognize 
because they are like draft horse  with blinders  looking only at the sunrise, and not 
realizing the suns sets. 

Be utilizing the same techniques, as my forefather Daniel Elliot, who left testimony. Will 
be utilizing references; Daniel referenced William Rayment Jr, and the wife of Deacon 
Lt Nathaniel Ingersol, plus the afflicted. It should be not it is felt that the afflicted is felt 
to be the niece of Daniels father-in-law half brother. So it is felt Daniel knew her well 
and was able to keep her name out of  the testimony. Hopefully I will not enter any 
names in the format of the work which do not want to be in it.

So will be referring and cross referring. Daniel left testimony for those judges which 
held high political positions and of Harvard College Education. Unless educated have 
the way to analyze in the manner of Daniel or they did not want to believe the concept 
he proposed the the afflicted accused people as being witches out of sport, it is surely I 
felt being from  The Indian Captain of the World and not from Boston, I do not expect to 
be believed and my concepts and ideas will be relegated to theory, but to get past the 
theory and to advance  the genealogy back in time, to relegate my concepts to theory 
will not block my advancement but will give me the shoulder space to advance ahead.

This is what is referred to as border reiving genealogy. Concepts which haven't seen 
brought forth which I have accepted;

1. That the border Elliott, which the Redheugh group is included end started with the 
surname Elwald. The Elwald did not come to the United Kingdom, but the name 
became a surname along with others in the area in about the mid thirteenth 
century.

2. The name Ellot evolved with the Redheugh group about the time of the 
Reformation. The name was used from the border region into Ulster for more than 
a century. Though the name may have been by the Redheugh the first Ellot of 
Stobs been changed to Elliot at the beginning of the Plantation era, it reverted to 
its proper border spelling of Ellot. Derived from Ellot in Ulster and the American 
Plantations were names English names Elliot and Ellet. In Elwald it meant of the 
wood (later woods), and in Ellot it meant a measurable amount of wood, but 
became archaic, but still lots are part of plat maps. The Redheugh/Lariston clan 
had family tutors and could afford a minimum number of books during the time 
and Lot also came from Gawaine son of Lot, or Camelot, of Sir Lancelot. 



Where did my family come from; Y-DNA seems to give  a lot of answers, but it goes 
way back to-----. Well will not start there but want to go back as far as a millennium. 
Before the written language was formed there was a verbal language plus pictures 
representing the people.  Pictorially the elk; now when I utilize the word elk it is meant 
any animal with antlers, such as moose, deer, elk, reindeer, and caribou.  In ancient Euro 
art work all would seem about the same. That the line came from areas which the 
animals took on the importance to be put in rock art that would be today's Germany, and 
Scandinavia, the Nordic region. It is felt that the name Elwald did not emerge as a 
surname until about the mid thirteenth century in Northumbria, southeast Scotland.

The clan which the Elwald were strongly allied with had and still has a name with 
meaning of being strong-in-the-arm, which would be the Armstrongs. The Y-DNA and 
the derivation of the word plus the associations of people most likely traveled together.

Being R1b;

First of all I am in strong concurrence with James V. Elliott, that today’s Elliott Clan is 
made up  with a diverse spectrum of DNA's likely coming into to the borders from 
various locations. The DNA, which I carry and that of the Daniel Group, of Elliott, is 



one of several DNA's of the Elliot Clan. I questioned is the path taken. As in the past 
will be making errors in the analogy, but in the future will be making corrections, and 
shoring up certain areas.

Above the green bar represents the Daniel Y-DNA group. Ireland, Scotland, England and 
Wales are strong where, then come France and Netherlands, and then Germany, and 
Denmark.

Daniel Group seems to be of R1b1b2 also;

My matches show up in Germany (1 in France near Germany), Ireland (4 of 5 Ulster), 
England, and north eastern Scotland.



My 25 marker genetic distance 1 seem to verify the above location. Note; Sweden.

Y-DNA reaches clear back before recorded history, and as a genealogist since Y-DNAs 
traveled a mixed the most useful information this far is who am I related to and who are 
are common grandfathers. Daniel Elliot who testify in the Salem Witch Trials in 1692, 
had six sons, and have Y-DNA stemming from them, and families have been well 
researched up to him and this is what I am calling a genealogical hinge, where families 
interlock Y-DNA wise, and by genealogical research, which my dad did the family 
research down to. Going beyond this point is the research which is being done by me.
There could be at some future time a genealogical hinge on Daniel's father Daniel, if 
future research shows that the Y-DNA which went south to the southern United States, is 
descended from a Robert Elliot of Portsmouth, NH this would most certainly be shown 
to be the uncle of the Daniel which left testimony.

There are two schools of thought.  The most logical school of thought is one which I 
spent a lot of time previously researching and is that Daniel Elliot, came to America 
from England in the seventeenth century, repudiating a number of those who have traced 
their lines to Daniel Elliot, and saying they are Scots.

For Daniel Elliot to be Scot overthrows the status qua, and a knowledge base emanating 
out of the beginnings of Harvard based Puritan back history, the bases of New England 
genealogical research. As my family in New England were a minority amongst and 
indigenous American population, I too live as a minority in Gallup, New Mexico 
amongst an indigenous American population, utilizing and indigenous language which 
most do not read or write, where words are share, but each individual must carry a piece 
of history, for more history to be covered amongst the populace, without utilizing a 
written language. 



For those people who ascribe to the genealogical methods of a Puritanical school such as 
Harvard, then in my analogies I will take pride Puritanically incorrect. Daniel Elliot 
utilized three references in his testimony; one of Wm Rayment Jr, Goody Ingersol the 
wife of  Deacon Lt Nathaniel Ingersol, and the afflicted girl believed to be Mercy Lewis, 
the niece of Daniels father-in-law, half brother, to bring out the concept the people were 
being accused of witchcraft because “they did out of sport”. With multitudes of 
references Harvard Puritanical Judges did not accept my grandfather's analogy, so how 
can I expect people to except analogies from me though I will be presenting utilizing 
multiple references and cross inputted via graphic snippets, when they feel the bases for 
genealogical expertise lies in Boston, and not in the past Salem Village and not today in 
Gallup, New Mexico or elsewhere.

Those genealogists which every challenge the notions of genealogical information 
verbally pasted down the family lines, will find that the verbal information is most likely 
to be correct.

Verbal language travels then the written language is established. If two basic words 
appear at two locations then it is most likely one is derived out of another. It is 
possible for two similar spellings of two different words to take on the spelling of the 
most dominate in the same region, giving the one word two different meanings or no 
meaning at all.  An example would be the word elwald, which emerged as a surname on 
near the Scottish, border in the region of  Northumbria.

The entomology of the word has two different origins. One which leans towards the 
English is felt to come from.



 
This is what made the word elwald to be Northumbrian, and made King Elwald a 
powerful saint which is now buried in Hexham and gave this meaning to the word.

Wald means in the above like King Elwald, means to have power and govern.



There were locations in Northumbrian with names Elwaldside, Elwaldsyde, and 
Elwaldlaw. 





At one time it was though law means mound, but it meant the opposite of mound, means 
and indention.  Elwald relates to trees. It is felt elwald means a grove, enough trees to 
have deer in them. So Elwaldsyde/Elwaldside would mean the a sizable wooded side.

Giving for the following information;



It can be seen that in old German and Anglo-Saxon wald means forest, for the English 
also wood.





Above is a Uriah Wood, could have been Uriah Wald/Wold, with similar Y-DNA as the 
Elliot group. It is felt that the German word wald may have became wold then in 
England wood, it is questionable were did the el in elwald came from, and where was it 
added?

It is felt that the word may have taken two different migration paths from Germany.

The direct path wood be from wald>wold>wood (meaning forest).  My Y-DNA shows 
that this is most probable, and for researchers this may be the way to go, but on thing 
how did the name Wood ever become Elliott, this are the names Elwood and Ellwood.
Where did the El come from?  Since the Elwald name emerged in the United Kingdom, 
it is and or path, not both. The shortest path seems the most logical.



Above the word wold in English indicates non forest though it may have come from 
forested land.

It has been referenced that the el in Elwald came from elf or elk (moose/stag).



For elf;

Could word migrate from German elf to Danish alf to English elf? That would be a very 
easy progression of the word, but the German elf most likely became the English elf. 
without going through Denmark.

For elk;

Could the German elch become the Danish elg. 



King Elwald minted a coin with an elk (stag) head on one side/syde and a full elk on the 
other side. 

The word for elk seems to be Latin, German, Old Norse, Scandinavian. It is felt that the 
El, part of Elwald, Elwood, Ellot, and Elliot (retained in the English spelling), 
paralleled later on as developed in Northumbria, meant of the wood (woods) like elfs, or 
elk, in this case it was referring to people, of strength, like Armstrong. It is felt the 
wald/wold/wood/lot, part of the work, meant elf like people in the manner of stags, with 
great strength were of the woods, like elk (stag) are during the day, and may have came 
out and did their raiding during the night, with swords, like antler spikes, but these are 
the Elwald. Elwald is also and early name of the Church of Rome. 

Previously to being accepted as a surname in Northumbrian 
during the thirteenth century.



It should be noted that this writer concurs with Robert Bruce Armstrong that the name 
Elwald began, as a personal name then became a surname.

It is also felt the family was established in Thorlishope (in Hueghhouse region ) before 
Redheugh. Redheugh line were not the major amount of Elwald but were the ones which 
records were recorded and just seem that way.

Remember the Elwald geographically during The Marches, and philosophically are 
between true border people The Armstrong, and the gentry The Scott, both allied to the 
The Ellot.

It is felt when an Armtrong presents something it does not have a gentry like influence 
on it like when a Scott presents something. Armstrongs can make themselves known, 
from bike riding or moon landings, but they do not want anything to do with politics. It 
is their skills improvement they are concerned with.



Though Elwald has been used as a personal name where it was felt to be developed as a 
surname;

Is in a region near Coldingham delineated by Elwaldside, Elwaldlaw and Elwaldsyde.

Elwald side is felt to mean, and wooded region on the side of  Edinburgh, or the side or 
and estate with is of a measured amount which could contained Elk/Stag. Elwaldlaw is a 
grove (plot) in and indention. The geographic of Liddesdale the measurable lots of tree 
groves were along the stream flows. So the Elwald lived in tree groves in the cupped out 
areas/groves of trees (cup schawes  Copschaws).  The name though felt to have German, 
then Old East Nordic Origins.

The El/Elle part of the name is felt to come from the German to measure. 



Elwald is a measured amount of land like a forestead.

A lot is a measured amount land.

At approximate the time of the Reformation by the book educated Redheugh/Lariston 
Clan Elwald became Ellot. Also the in the Nicholforest region, and Elwald became 
forms of Elwold then Ellwood, still retaining the basic meanings of the word. It is felt 
the Redheugh/Lariston branch changed the name to Ellot, because they read the stories 
of King Arthur, with Lancelot (Lance an old Armstrong name), of Camelot. Names 
ending with wald had connotations of evil and links to the Church of Rome, and old past 
Kings.



The area in green seems to contain the are of Belgium, Netherlands and Germany where 
the word.

It can be seen that Northumbria, and Denmark are Old East Norse which would closes to 
German than Old West Norse.

Though map above shows area which is felt to be of Elwald surname emergence in 
yellow in north of the orange. But since  Elwald had been established as a surname, it is 
felt the meaning was brought over from Scandinavia to North Northumbria.



I have not come to any conclusion about the Elliot found in North East Scotland. Seem 
to be finding different surnames liked to my Y-DNA. Felt to it could be pre surname 
migrations, but what about the two Elliot his already found up there? Can not come to 
any conclusion. 

As far as the Elwald are concern since the Y-DNA entered England/Scotland without a 
surname there is only one direction of migration.  With Ulster getting so many hits, there 
is one way the Ellot Y-DNA travel to Ulster and that is from the borders of Scotland.



Map above shows were place names of Scandinavia chararacter #4, and of Gaelic, Norse 
and Danish character #3.  The Elwald surname emergent are is #4, the Nicholforest 
region where it is felt a Richard Elwald was recorded to be in 1384 is #3.





The Ellot in the early Ulster Plantation are of the Ellot of the 
borders, because they the surname Ellot is of the borders.

http://www.dsl.ac.uk/SCOTSHIST/output4.php?file=NEW-Revised2Origins.htm 

http://www.dsl.ac.uk/SCOTSHIST/output4.php?file=NEW-Revised2Origins.htm


Above is from the Armstrong Chronicles,  Jame L. Armstrong

It is felt that the Elwald are Anglo-Danish from Elgwalt. 

Before the surname of Elwald people which the Elwald could have been apart of could 
have represented themselves by a stag.



Previous to surnames, since the Scott were noted to fued with the Ellot and Kerr, it is 
felt they may have came from a similar group utilizing an Elk (Stag).

Y-DNA comparisons of the surnames Scott, Elliot, and Kerr, may indicate it.

Tait seems to have early Elwald connections.



Above one can be see how the Tait, Armstrong, and Scott, and Kerr can relate to my be 
connected to the Elliot, of the Daniel Elliot the ones which are grouped together.

Mark Elliott       questions or comments    melliott.nm@gmail.com

It should be noted with the name above Liddel is the name of the river which drains 
Liddesdale, and part of this drainage is also the Steel where it is felt the surname Steel 
comes from. 

mailto:melliott.nm@gmail.com


Land
The lay of the land gives the lay of the genealogy.   Land deeds are usually signature in 
the manner in which the signer portrays the signature should be. People move, and it 
seems if people live a long time in a spot they establish certain cultural values and the 
language or dialect is retain, such as with UK Welsh or US Zuni.  Since migration 
patterns have been towards urbanization, it is the rural population which gives more 
information on migration. 

Surnames in are culturally pasted down through the males, Navajo clan ships down 
through the females.  Land as a Norwegian friend told me is past to the oldest son, this is 
a cultural process which was able to establish estates of stratified power in England, of 
which the Armstrong did not seem to want a part of, and the Scott did.
Land is measured in area, today likely by computer, but in the past breaking and area up 
into rectangles and triangles, and for irregular regions drainage basins, utilizing what my 
dad showed me in office was and integrating perimeter (most people will not know 
what one is or how it is used it). 



So when the question was brought forth what the word lotlayer, meant it was rather easy 
in my environment to translate. First of all being from New Mexico, like to talk about 
chile. One time was in a restaurant in Las Vegas, norther New Mexico, and the official 
New Mexico question was asked “red or green” and said “red”, think the guy with my 
Las Vegas, Nevada hat on thought I was from out of state, so he may have felt I 
preferred “green”, but with northern New Mexico quiescence, the preference is red then 
I responded “chile rojo” (English; red chile in NM spelled ending with an “e”), but this 
gives an example of word reversal.  Also noting this referred to Robert Elliot of Great 
Island, New Hampshire, his son Nathaniel and bookkeeper/surveyor were out running a 
line, and Robert Elliot was able to obtain a lot of measured property in his life time. It is 
felt he made peace with the natives, and could defend himself because of past military 
experience. A lotlayer is one which lays out lots.

Here part of  a subdivision of Timberlake Ranch, south of Gallup, east of Zuni, near 
Ramah.



One can see the subdivision is broken up into lots. Above are lots 26-29, a numbered.

It is very important for people in their genealogical research to not the meaning of 
Elwald and Ellot is basically the same. This change was done in a basic illiterate society, 
so meaning is kept in the change, but by a literate Redheugh/Lariston then the first Ellot 
of Stobbs family which were educated by in family tutors and had money for books, and 
had an ability to keep records.

The family of the Clan Chief made the change but did not change the meaning, for an 
illiterate society.

One error in the genealogical research is the thought that Elliot, came from Elliot, near 
Arberlot;

Note; Aberelliot (Arbirlot)



Ellot, and Arbirlot used in above map.

In the above map one can see Ellet W. (water), and Ardbirlet.   It has been quite common 
for Ellot to be recorded as Ellet. It was recorded as Daniel Elet in the testimony. It was 



said also in a written. Language the “e” and “o” can look much alike.

Now it is called the Elliot Water (river), and a town at the mouth is called Elliot.

The name which the family receiving land of Redheagh/Redheuch (means a red slope), 
is spelled Elwalde (Elwald; the addition of the “e” makes it look more Latin and 
therefore today an in the past more educated), this established them as landholders allied 
with the Douglas Clan.

In 1747-52 not town but a Burn of Elliot (burn in water similar to a sand barge). 

It should also be noted that on the map there is no Arbirlot, I added the name afterwords.

Ones does see though on the map a lot of trees in lots or orchards, and this is what one 
would call an arbirlot.  Looking at the maps Ellot is the name of the burn, then the 
water/river, and then they became the name Elliot as the town did.

Mark Elliott                                  melliott.nm@gmail.com       8/17/2012
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Trying to Paralleled DNA Linguistics, and Location

Revieving my Y-DNA found I was getting some hits in northeast Scotland. 
Could not see a great  migration going there, but felt it could be of families 
which been their awhile. All I could think of is the Elliott/Irvine Y-DNA like, 
but not through my genealogy, but that of others, which may have traveled 
with a Y-DNA match to my own. This is the region where the Irvine were 
known to be found. I is felt that this migration may have taken place from the 
same location of my own Y-DNA to the area of surname emergence in 
southeast Scotland.



It shows for the Irvines there may be a Danish origin. It is noted that there is 
an Elliott/Irvine connection, and this match may be before surname 
emergence and in Denmark southwest Norwegian region.



There is a R1b1a2a1a4    Orim Walde (Elwalde)

Walde, Wald and even are strong German surnames.



Joseph Fitz Elwold and Richard Forester are named;

It should be noted that Joseph Fitz (fitz means son of), and Richard 
de (one who takes care of forests) Forester are names being evolved 
at the time into surnames. There was a Forstar at the time of  deeding 
land of Reheugh to Robert.



In the map above by looking at Bygate Wood, one can see the size of 
the wood called Bygate.

Seeing Parck one can see that a park is smaller, than a wood, and it is 
felt a wood is smaller than a forest.



Mark Elliott    melliott.nm@gmail.com        8/19/2012
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George Tancred; Two ideas which this writer concurs with that the family of 
Elwald origins is Northumbrian (northeast England, southeast Scotland).

But feel George Tancred had a tendency to utilize a personal not surname in the 
twelfth century. 
 
The the name Elwald, and merged with a family of English Elliot with totally 
different family origins.

It is felt that a lot of the ideas which I am beginning to express have came from 
researchers in the past which have done a lot of research. 

Robert Bruce Armstrong; that Elwald a personal name became a surname.

Mark Elliott                                                                 8/19/2012


